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Abstract
This paper considers the cognitive aspects of designing. We compare these aspects to those
of the (hierarchical) planning process; a process which is of common interest for Cognitive Psychology (CP) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). We show that both processes can be
analyzed using similar key notions and they both have the same essential characteristics.
Therefore, we establish a cognitive equivalence between the two processes. We discuss the
implications of such an equivalence.
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Designing is a complex activity involving different dimensions and can be examined from various perspectives. Accordingly, design research was developed within
various research fields: innovation (Le Masson and Weil, 1999), (Chapel, 1997),
(Perrin, 2001), project management (Midler, 1993), engineering (Pahl and Beitz,
1984), artificial intelligence (Kannapan and Marshek, 1996), (Gupta et al., 1996),
(Gero, 1998), knowledge representation (Coyne et al., 1990), (Gero, 1990), creativity (Gero, 1996), (Logan and Smithers, 1992), etc. These and many other research
efforts attempted to determine the place of designing within the organization, to
understand its nature and to provide practical methods to support it. The main dimensions studied by these efforts are coordination, collaboration and cognition.
This paper considers essentially the latter dimension. We consider designing as
a cognitive activity and we are concerned with the ‘designerly’ ways of thinking
(Cross, 1999).
Our aim is to point out that there exist strong parallels between the cognitive aspects
of the design process and the (hierarchical) planning process; a process which is of
common interest for Cognitive Psychology (CP) and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Both CP and AI have strong relations with the design research; relations that are,
to our opinion, determining factors in giving sound foundations to design aiding
tools (section 2). We then analyze through the literature the characteristics of the
design process (section 3) and the planning process (section 4) from a cognitive
perspective. In section 5, we show that both processes can be studied using similar
key notions and they both have the same essential characteristics. We, therefore,
establish a cognitive equivalence between the two processes. In the last section,
we discuss the implications of such an equivalence emphasizing three main points.
First, the equivalence provides a framework in which to join research efforts coming from design research, AI and CP, to the benefit of all the three fields. Second,
it offers the possibility to propose a model of the design process inspired from the
Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) Planning formalism of AI. As discussed in the
paper, such a model would have solid theoretical background and can provide sound
foundations for design aiding tools. Third, such a model would facilitate, together
with the results established in this paper, interactions between design research and
Decision Aiding methodologies.

1 Design Research, Cognitive Psychology and Artificial Intelligence

Although much insight is gained by research on the nature of the design process
itself and the way designers do their business, we are yet to uncover fully the cognitive mechanisms that designers use. To deal with such a concern, a ‘psychological’
look should be fruitful as it is emphasized in (Pahl et al., 1999). Accordingly, we
shall use some key notions and ideas that originates from Cognitive Psychology
(CP) in our analysis.
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A related discipline with design research – but also, with CP – is Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI-in-design aims to support designing. This support may take the
form of a collaborative system (i.e., the designers interact with the system) or an
automatic system (i.e., the system produces the output given the input). Many techniques and tools of AI have been proposed in the literature (see e.g., (Kannapan and
Marshek, 1996), (Gupta et al., 1996), (Gero, 1998), (Coyne et al., 1990)) to assist
the design process. However, (Cross, 1999) suggest that this is not the only role
of AI in design research: “AI-in-design should attempt to tell us something about
how designers think” and that “we can hope to learn some things about the nature of human design cognition through looking at design from the computational
perspective.”
Here, we take a slightly different stance. We should draw on the wealth of concepts,
models and theory of CP to better analyze and understand how designers think. It
is only then that we would be able to develop AI-in-design support tools that are
firmly based on solid theoretical foundations. We think it is by proceeding this way
that designers should “be able to use them (these tools) in ways that are cognitively
comfortable" (Cross, 1999).
Therefore, we need a framework that will enable us to better analyze and understand the human design cognition and that will provide us foundations for support
tools. A framework that will better highlight the relations between design research,
AI and CP and strengthen them. To this end, we investigate, in the following, the
nature of the design and planning processes, to show that, from a cognitive perspective, there exist an equivalence between the natures of the design and planning
processes.

2 Designing

2.1 Design Terminology

As remarked in (Love, 2000) the multiplicity of concepts in design research and
the different meanings they are used with can become an embarrassing source of
confusion. Accordingly, it would be useful to clarify some terminology we use.
Many descriptions of the ‘design process’ exist in the research literature (see (Perrin, 2001), (Evbuomwan et al., 1996) for reviews). We adapt the following general
definition for the design process based on the common core of these definitions:
“design process is a set of activities and processes which begins with the acknowledgment of needs and the intention to propose a solution responding to those needs
where the initial problem and (the associated solution idea) is continuously transformed, refined and detailed by creating and/or using knowledge to provide the
necessary information for the implementation of that solution." Here, solution may
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be a product, a service or a process; a more or less concrete entity: a car, a building,
a chemical process, software, a schedule, etc. ‘Designing’ is an activity where the
person who undertakes it (the designer) has to elaborate a solution description from
an initial problem description by using his (mental or physical) capacities. A ‘design’ is a solution description, although its level of detail (or abstraction) may vary.
From a general point of view this description may be seen as a set of properties (or
elements) and the relations existing between these properties. We also use the notion of ‘artefact’ to refer to an external representation of the entity being designed
(Simon, 1969).

2.2 Nature of Design Problems

Design process begins when an actor realizes a problem and takes an action with
the intention to propose a solution. It is a problem solving activity where, initially,
the problem can not be precisely stated. This, in turn, implies that there can be no
prefixed set of solution alternatives. The purpose of design, therefore, is to elaborate
a solution description from an initially not-so-precise problem definition.
Because of the difficulty in stating the problem precisely, the design problem is
often formulated in terms of goals and constraints (Darses and Falzon, 1996). The
unclearness of the nature of the problem is then translated as a rough definition
of these goals and constraints. As a consequence, initially, their interrelations may
not be clear and they might be in conflict. They are subject to change during the
process: they “may be extensively revised, or even abandoned altogether" (Lawson, 1980). Furthermore, there is no straightforward process leading to a solution
(Darses and Falzon, 1996), (Perrin, 2001). For these reasons, the design problem is
often qualified as ill-structured.
Here, ‘ill-structured’ refers to two points. The first is that, usually, there are lots
of problem elements with multiple aspects to consider and their interrelations are
too numerous to process easily. Thus, the design problem is large and complex
(Coyne et al., 1990). In practice, this implies a group of designers (rather than a
single one) with different backgrounds, experiences and skills. The second is that,
at the beginning of a problem solving process, a problem is ill-structured for the
ones who attempt to solve it, even if it has a clear and well defined structure for an
observer (Simon, 1973). Hence, the design problem lacks initially a clear definition
and it is precisely the task of the designers to “construct" it. The construction of
the problem definition is progressive. Designers depart from a generic problem definition - and they explore the potential solutions. By exploring, they increase their
understanding of the context in which they operate, the problem situation and the
trade-offs between “what is required" and “what is possible". Requirements refer
to the goals and constraints and possibilities reflect the set of potential designs that
designers can realize. Often, what the designers find out to be possible, consider4

ing their resources (especially knowledge) and the context, implies modifications
on the problem definition. Thus, the considered solutions contribute to the restructuring of the problem, which, in turn, characterizes the solutions that should be
considered. Hence, problem definition and the potential solutions are progressively
co-constructed by exploration of possibilities. Thus, at a given moment during the
process, a problem definition is an intermediary description of an intended final
solution.
During this co-evolutionary process, the problem definition (which corresponds to
the current solution description) is enriched by rearranging requirements and/or by
further specifying existing elements. Rearranging requirements means to adopt or
abandon some goals or constraints, that is, adding or removing some of the properties of the problem description, while further specification refers to the decomposition of problem elements to form subproblems. This refinement gives a hierarchical
nature to the design process. The problem definition at a given level of the hierarchy is refined by adding or removing some properties to the problem description
and/or by expliciting the subproblems and their interrelations to obtain the next
level of hierarchy. Thus, the description of the artefact evolves hierarchically by
its successive refinements until appropriate detail level for the implementation is
obtained.

2.3 Designing and Knowledge

During the enrichment of the problem description, the main difficulty lies of course
in finding satisfactory refinements. In all evidence, this depends on the current problem structure, but also, on the knowledge of designers. As stated in (Coyne et al.,
1990), “design process is a cognitive activity heavily reliant on the application of
knowledge". Knowledge, then, is one of the main resources used in design. We
should mention at this point that, such a resource is not always available; then it
must be looked for or even created. Therefore, the refinement process inherent to
the design necessitates ‘knowledge use and creation’ to be an essential part of the
design activity. One resulting corollary is that, at intermediary stages, a complete
refinement of the problem is simply to difficult, if not impossible, as all the necessary
knowledge is most often not immediately available. Another important characteristic that follows is that designers learn inevitably from the design experience. In
fact, some studies indicates ((Bowen et al., 1994) in (Perrin, 2001)) that the most
successful design teams are the ones who consider as the most important output of
the design process, the “resulting capability" gained via learning, and not the final
design. The importance of learning is widely recognized in the design literature and
this has given rise to an interest in explicitly recording the design rationale, that is,
the knowledge used (such as the available alternatives, the choices made, the reasons behind) for possible later reuses (Chandrasekaran et al., 1993).
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During the process, a partial description of the problem delimits the possible admissible designs, but at the same time, leaves open a very large number of possibilities,
designs that can be realized and that will fit into the limits imposed by that definition. In other terms, an intermediary description reflects the properties found to be
relevant for the final artefact and determines a class of designs which share these
properties. This kind of partial design descriptions are sometimes referred to as
‘generic designs’ (Coyne et al., 1990). We can postulate that an essential part of
the ‘design knowledge’ of designers are about generic designs that correspond to
different design descriptions (at different abstraction levels) they learned in their
past design experiences as well as how they have been elaborated.

2.4 Designing and Searching

Facing a problem, designers activate their design knowledge, on the one hand, to
find the similar generic designs and how they had been manipulated in past design
experiences, on the other hand, to select the most appropriate solution elaboration
strategies (von der Weth, 1999) for the task at hand. Generic designs ‘remembered’
as such, may be adapted to the current context (by combining them in various ways
or simply by adding/deleting some properties to/from some or all of them). Also,
their existing properties may be further specified (or decomposed) to get different
‘instances’ (Coyne et al., 1990). Remark that, adding/deleting the properties of a
generic design corresponds to an “horizontal move” through the problem description hierarchy, where another generic design is taken under consideration, whereas,
further specifying how to achieve an existing property is a “vertical move” along
the problem description hierarchy, where an instance of the previous one is obtained. In both case, new generic designs may be obtained. In the former case, by
a consideration of a previously unused (unknown) combination of properties (e.g.,
a phone which is ‘mobile’); in the latter case, by applying a new decomposition
(e.g., using a solar energy source for a car). Furthermore, there exists a hierarchy
between generic designs. By instantiating a generic design we obtain its partitions,
on the contrary, by making abstraction of it, we have its type. A formalization of the
“generic designs" notion exists in design literature as “design prototypes" (Gero,
1990).
During the process, different solution elaboration strategies may be adopted at different moments. These strategies have an heuristic nature and they provide a control mechanism on how to explore the partitions/types hierarchy. They are proper
to individuals and may change from one designer to an other. Moreover, the selection of strategies is governed by other heuristic knowledge, called “stratagems"
in (von der Weth, 1999). We see that design is a search process, where knowledge
about generic designs and search strategies are used in order to elaborate new solutions, that is, new knowledge about new generic designs. At each intermediary
step of the refinement process, the use of knowledge about the past design experiences may permit the designers to generate alternative solutions from the current
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problem definition. If no alternative can be generated or if all the generated alternatives are judged to be unsatisfactory, then higher level generic designs should
be revisited. In other words, the problem has to be restated. At any rate, all of the
possibilities can not be explored, as there is a very large number of them and as the
solution generation is necessarily time constrained. During a design process, only a
limited portion of what is possible can be explored. However, the generation of several alternatives rather than a single one is desirable. Both the size and the quality
of the set of generated alternatives, are important. As a consequence, the designers
have to push their limits to find the most promising designs, a sample that should
represent at best the partitions of the considered type, as quickly as possible.

2.5 Decision and Designing

We distinguish two essential kind of decision problem involved in the alternative
solution generation by refinement; the feasibility and the preferability.
• Feasibility Assuring the feasibility of an alternative solution involves management of requirements and interactions between different subproblems. Decisions
concerning the properties to be abandoned, introduced or detailed must be taken
in a way that allows the requirements to be fulfilled and that avoid any conflict between different subproblems. This is not straightforward, however, as the
implications of the decisions taken may not be immediately apparent and conflicts may only be revealed later on, as further refinement decisions are made.
In practice, it is necessary to use technics ranging from sketching to computer
based simulations, in order to discover the potential effects of decisions taken.
Such technics allow to consider lower levels of the refinement hierarchy without
necessarily taking any definitive refinement decisions; discovering, thus, information that might be relevant for the refinement.
• Preferability Most often, a single feasible alternative is not satisfactory, and
further attempts are made to generate several alternatives. One reason is that
every attempt to generate an alternative brings into light new information that
will help to (re)structure the problem definition. As the co-evolution of the problem/solution description lies at the heart of the design process, amplifying this
kind of information entry is important. Yet, one other reason is that this new information will help also to (re)structure the ‘preferences’ of the designers about
what to design and how to design it.
Design is an evolutionary process where information about some entity which
does not even completely exist is manipulated and where it is hard to predict towards what it will converge exactly. Designers are the ones who conduct this evolution by the choices they make. But, during the process, their preferences about
the direction this evolution should take are, at best, partially constructed. Every
solution generation attempt will help a designer to elaborate his/her preferences,
to shape his/her own convictions, by bringing into his/her attention previously
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unknown or unconsidered information. The success of the process depending on
their choices, an effort to generate a diversity of alternatives and to evaluate them
will be helpful for the designers to better apprehend different aspects involved in
the process and the direction towards which the evolution must be conducted.
Under such a perspective, the refinement process can be seen as a search for feasibility by managing requirements and relations between subproblems and for preferability to orient the evolutionary design process. Therefore, another characteristic
of the design process is that the design process is a collection of overlapping and/or
interrelated decision processes, where the preferences of the designer(s) about the
artefact being designed evolve(s) dynamically with the problem/solution description.
In this section we have summarized the essential characteristics of a design process.
We discuss, in the following, the characteristics of the planning process to show that
there is an interesting one-to-one correspondence between the characteristics of the
two processes.

3 Planning

3.1 Planning Terminology

Planning is a rather general concept which concerns many different research areas
such as economics, urbanism, social welfare, manufacturing, artificial intelligence,
cognitive psychology, etc. However, there seems to be no real consensus on what
is planning. In this paper, we consider planning from a cognitive perspective and
adopt the following definition from (Hoc, 1988). A ‘plan’ is a schematized and/or
hierarchical representation, elaborated in order to guide the activity to accomplish
a given task. ‘Planning’ is the elaboration of such a representation. Remark that
this definition is a rather general one, encompassing the activity to be undertaken
in many different problem situations. In particular, it should be noted that this definition is different (and more general) than the usual conception of a plan in AI as
a sequence of actions. We use equivalently ‘representation’ or ‘abstract plan’ when
further elaboration is needed to allow an execution.

3.2 Schemas, Knowledge Structures, Domain of Tasks

When a cognitive agent (CA) - human or artificial- is given a task to accomplish,
without having an immediate executable procedure, a problem solving procedure
begins. The CA begins constructing a representation of the problem which will
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serve as a basis to reason about the objectives of the task and the available actions.
When the CA’s representation of the problem matches to an already constructed
plan for an already solved problem or when it is simple enough to allow an immediate transition to the execution, no planning activity really occurs. On the contrary,
when the size of the problem is large (according to the CA’s processing capacity)
and/or the task is unfamiliar to the CA then a need for planning arises. In this case,
as the CA’s initial representation of the task does not match any of the existing representations in its memory, the planning problem can not be precisely stated (in a
detailed manner, allowing immediate execution). As a consequence, the set of potential plans susceptible to solve the problem can not be characterized in advance.
Then, the representation must be more fully elaborated; a detailed construction is
needed.
This construction implies an interpretation of the task by the CA, which depends
on the ‘knowledge structure’ that the CA has on the ‘domain of tasks’ (see below)
considered. The construction of the problem representation is based on two important mechanisms that depend on this knowledge structure: to anticipate and to
schematize (Hoc, 1988). Schematizing suppose an abstraction of the task, retaining only the details immediately relevant to the elaboration of the representation.
Missing elements of this schematized representation are anticipated, based on the
knowledge structure that the CA has constructed on the domain of task. The two
mechanisms function using the same means: schemas (Bartlett, 1932) (see also
(Schank and Abelson, 1977), (Minsky, 1985), (Hoc, 1988)). t is interesting to note
that, in (Gero, 1990) and (Coyne et al., 1990), this very same notion of schema of
(Bartlett, 1932) is cited to refer to the knowledge structures of designers. Schemas
are frameworks for organizing knowledge in memory. They encapsulate knowledge elements about concepts or contexts. Extensive use of the notion has been
made in literature and many knowledge representation structures corresponding to
it have been proposed; see, for example, “scripts" (Schank and Abelson, 1977) or
“frames" (Minsky, 1985). Schemas are closely related to the construction and use
of the knowledge structures on different domains of tasks and hence, to the construction and use of the representations of tasks.
A domain of tasks is a structured set of objects, descriptors of the properties of and
operations on these objects (Hoc, 1988). For example, an engineer planning on a
‘transport’ domain may consider objects such as trucks, loads, roads, etc; descriptors are, then, size capacity of a truck, weight capacity of a truck, fuel consumption, load size, load weight, length of a road, etc; operations are assigning a load to
a truck, changing destination of a truck, choosing an itinerary (a set of connected
roads) for a truck, etc. There exist different levels of description for a domain of
tasks, i.e., a domain of tasks has a hierarchical structure. The more abstract levels
contain details necessary only for the determination of a general strategy to elaborate a procedure to accomplish the task. When we move to lower levels, details
necessary for the execution of the procedure are introduced progressively (Hoc,
1988). Speaking of ‘loading of a truck’, for instance, we may refer to ‘loading by
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a robot’ or ‘loading by a human’. For each of such tasks, we need more details for
the execution, e.g. the programming of a robot for maximum use of truck capacity. The knowledge structure on a domain of tasks results from the interiorization
of it by the CA. It is constituted by the schemas related to that domain of tasks
previously constructed (or learnt) by the CA. Remark that a knowledge structure
may contain partial information, misinformation, or even inconsistencies about a
domain of tasks. Also, a knowledge structure is proper to a CA, although there may
be similarities with other CA’s knowledge structures constructed on the same domain (Hoc, 1988). The knowledge structure is hierarchical, reflecting the nature of
the domain of tasks.
When given a task, the CA schematises, i.e. makes an abstraction of the task in order to extract the characteristics it deems most relevant. This abstraction provides
an easier processing and storage. The obtained representation serves as a basis to
infer previously encoded schemas, to recall similar ones. Using the elements of the
retrieved schemas, the CA complete further its understanding of the task, either by
introducing/abandoning some elements to/from the plan being constructed, or by
replacing an element with a corresponding schema which details how the replaced
element should be achieved.
The recalled schemas allow thus anticipating the missing elements of the representation being constructed. Remark that, this way, new schemas (at different abstraction levels) can be created using the previously known schemas. As a consequence,
during a planning process the cognitive agent learns as its knowledge structures
are enriched by new schemas and existing schemas are updated.

Therefore, planning is a process which relies on the use of knowledge and where
new knowledge is created. The schemas created in this way at any moment during
the planning process are stored in short or long term memory, for immediate or
later use. During the encoding or the retrieval of the schema, the CA may change
the abstraction level (by adding or removing the details of an element) to allow a
more effective storage, inference or processing. In other words, different levels of
the knowledge structure hierarchy are considered.

3.3 Comprehending and Representing

The comprehension, that is, the construction of the representation by the CA is
heavily dependent on its knowledge structure and on its information processing
capacity. Thus, when the problem is large and complex (according to the CA’s
processing capacity) and/or the task is unfamiliar to the CA, the construction of
a schematic representation might prove difficult, the schema may not match any
of the existing schemas in the CA’s memory or the anticipations may become less
credible or mistaken. There are two possibilities: the representation of the task is
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either incomplete, or inadequate (Hoc, 1988). In the former case, the representation
does not contain all of the relevant properties of the task (for the level of detail
considered). In the latter, CA has attributed to the task some properties that it has
not, in reality. In both cases, the CA does not comprehend the task.
In fact, the comprehension does not happen readily; the construction of the plan
is progressive: During the problem solving process, the problem representation is
continuously updated and “the general or essential properties of a solution precede
its specific properties" (Duncker, 1945) in (Hoc, 1988). This restructuring is due
to the interaction of the comprehension of the problem with the elaboration of its
representation. The confrontation of a plan to the situation where the plan is supposed to guide the activity may show that in its current state the plan is not well
adapted to that situation, because of its inadequateness or incompleteness. Thus,
following this confrontation, a better comprehension of the nature of the problem
occurs and accordingly, a restructuring of the representation is undertaken to obtain a more adequate and complete plan. In this way, the envisaged plan contributes
to the restructuring of the problem representation, which in turn, characterizes the
plans to be considered. Hence, problem representation and the potential plans are
progressively co-constructed.
When the plan is found to be incomplete, it must be further refined by adding
elements and details for existing elements in a coherent way. When it is found to
be inadequate, then a revision of the plan should be realized. More schematic (less
detailed) versions must be reconsidered, to find a detail level where the undesired
properties are not introduced yet and where the refinement can restart. Within this
framework, planning consists of moving between different levels of an abstract plan
hierarchy, to continuously refine the problem representation by adding or removing
properties and by detailing existing properties, until a complete and adequate plan
to guide the activity can be constructed.

3.4 Exploring the Abstract Plan Hierarchy

The above-mentioned movements can be of two kinds -ascending or descendingand both exploit schemas of knowledge. They may be combined in different ways
according to the search strategy adopted. Let us present different possible instances
of these generic movements and relate them to the previously introduced ideas
about the construction and use of knowledge structures.
Ascending movements, such as evocation of plans (from indices or analogies), abstraction of plans and revision of plans, can be used to obtain plans from the details
of a situation (Hoc, 1988). As we have said before, the CA schematize a given task
by making abstraction of it to form a mental representation. Some elements of this
representation -the indices- may be used to infer in the memory to recall similar
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plans. We may think of a student passing an exam. Having solved many questions
of many different types on the subject (therefore, having learned the corresponding schemas) prior to the exam, (s)he can recognize the type of a question at the
exam, and remember the corresponding schemas necessary to solve the problem.
When the subject has no sufficient knowledge in the domain of tasks considered,
plans constructed for different domains may be adapted (at a sufficiently higher
level of abstraction) to the new problem if there exists analogies between the two
problem solving situations. Learning to program in Pascal, may facilitate learning
to program in C. It is also possible to construct new plans by making abstraction
of situations. The simplest case for the abstraction of plans is where examples of
resolution of similar problems lead to a generalization of the solution principle for
that kind of problems. A more complicated case is the reflective abstraction (Piaget,
1977), (Hoc, 1988). Reflective abstraction goes one step ahead of simple abstraction, as the subject learns not only the solution principle, but also what is it that
made this principle work by reflecting about the reasons of the success. The reflective abstraction is one of the prerequisites to develop an expertise on a domain of
tasks. The revision of plans happens when a difference between the environment
and the CA’s representation of it is detected. This amounts to say that, a revision
of the plan can arise from two reasons. Firstly, the environment may have evolved
in such a way that the plan being elaborated is no longer feasible. Secondly, the
CA may realize that its internal representation of the task is mistaken and does not
match the real task. In both case, the plan is either inadequate or incomplete and
the plan must undergo a revision.
Descending movements are to refine the plan by adding details (further specify the
subproblem elements, clarifying relationships between them), necessary for the execution of the plan. Descending movements involves decomposition of a plan to
subplans, instantiation of a plan, and management of interferences between subplans (Erol, 1995), (Hoc, 1988). For example, when planning for ‘a night out’, this
initial plan may be decomposed to a set of subplans as going to a restaurant, then
to a movie. Instantiation of the subplans implies choosing the restaurant, for the
first, choosing a movie for the second. Still, there may be conflicts between subplans which have to be managed. For example, after the restaurant one must have
still enough money for the movie, by going to a cheap restaurant. Each of the subplans in the above example also requires to be decomposed by using appropriate
schemas available to the CA. Dining at a restaurant involves, let’s say, going there,
entering the restaurant, choosing a place to sit, reading the menu, giving the command, and so on. This is often the case in planning situations; there exist many
available schemas hierarchically related and more than one can be used for decomposing each different element of a schema that need to be decomposed. Also, new
decompositions may be created, using these available schemas (for example combining them in some way). This may require possibly using other schemas about
other domains of tasks as well. Whether there is a need to create new schemas or
not, the construction of a complete and adequate plan is never immediate as the
comprehension is progressive; the plan may need to be revised for one reason or
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another, or the knowledge needed for the refinement may not be immediately available, or else, there may be a very large amount of possibilities for refinement and
the processing may take long.
During this search, the ascending and descending movements may be articulated
in different ways, using many solution elaboration strategies (such as, trial-error,
means and ends, hypothesis testing, least commitment, use of analogies, etc). Remark that a solution elaboration strategy is independent of the domain of tasks
under consideration, has a heuristic nature and uses meta-operations (Hoc, 1988).
Different solution elaboration strategies may be adopted during the problem solving
process as the problem representation changes. In fact, the choice of a strategy is
closely related to the meta-knowledge, that is the knowledge about the knowledge
structures, of the CA on a particular domain of tasks: planning. Deciding which
strategy, heuristic, meta-operations to use, when to use them (considering the properties of the task and the environment), prioritizing the meta-goals, selecting the
ones to achieve, in short, planning how to plan is referred to as meta-planning.
Hence, planning is searching for a task representation, containing enough detail to
be immediately executable, using knowledge about domains of tasks and in particular, knowledge about planning.

However, all the possible refinements can not be searched for, and at times, even the
immediately available refinements can not be examined exhaustively. Remembering or creating schemas, deciding how to refine the plan representation, constructing an executable plan are subject to many constraints, the primary being the time
(think of, for example, a student passing an exam, or a basketball player organizing
the game ten seconds before the end of a match, or an engineer preparing a project
about a transport system). The search during the planning process is limited, even
if, a priori, there exists a very large number of plans that could achieve the given
task.

3.5 Decision and Planning

“Every comprehension activity”, suggests (Hoc, 1988), “implies an evaluation of
the representation that is evoked or elaborated, from two points of view, coherence
and purpose.” As we will see, these point of views correspond respectively to what
we have called feasibility and preferability in 2.5.
• Coherence Taking decisions that will maintain the coherence is what we have
referred to as the management of interferences between subplans. Constructing
a plan that will meet a given purpose depends on the decomposition and instantiation decisions taken during the planning process. Obtaining coherence is
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not always easy as some interactions between subplans might be hard to detect
prior to the actual occurrence of a conflict, when further refinement decisions
are made. To seize in advance the potential and/or hidden interferences, a CA
may use different techniques such as using external representations, constraint
propagation, simulation, critics and strategies such as least commitment, fewest
alternative first (Erol, 1995), (Hoc, 1988).
• Purpose The second perspective from which a plan must be evaluated is the
purpose, that is, for what use the plan is being constructed. But, for a CA, the
purpose of a plan is somewhat evasive during the planning process. Before a
complete and adequate representation is constructed, there is always some degree of liberty in the choices done and the preferences of the CA about the way
the task should be achieved can (and most probably will) change. At times, the
change in the preferences may be so radical that the CA may decide that the
task for which the planning is undertaken is not the right task to be planned for.
Eating at restaurant then going to a cinema can become less interesting when
it starts raining or when a worth-to-see movie can not be found; in which case,
one can stay at home, order a pizza and rent a movie. Not only the preferences
may change, but they may even be unestablished yet. Even if the CA has some
preestablished preferences about similar planning situations, simply because the
current task is a new one, those preferences may not apply. As the planning
process (and more generally, the CA’s knowledge use) is dynamic (i.e., new information obtention, change of knowledge structures), it is also possible that the
preestablished preferences be no longer valid for the current case. Then preferences for the current planning situation must be constructed, and this must be so
in the light of the currently available knowledge. After all, what are preferences
but parts of the knowledge structures.
Thus, preferences are constructed dynamically in parallel with the comprehension/representation of the problem. These preferences are applied, again dynamically, to the available decomposition and instantiation possibilities. The way
these preferences are applied may vary greatly depending on the task structure
and environment, knowledge available about ’evaluation’ per se, and also the
nature of the planner. For a human planner, most often, evaluation knowledge
that can be qualified ’heuristic’ is used to determine the schema to use (Todd
and Gigerenzer, 2000), (Payne et al., 1993), (Hoc, 1988). Cognitive limits combined with the time constraints lead to an adaptive behavior of a human CA on
the choice of evaluation heuristic; accuracy and necessary effort for the implementation of a decision heuristic is considered according to the characteristics
of the task and the environment to choose an evaluation method (Payne et al.,
1993) (see also (Todd and Gigerenzer, 2000)). For an artificial system, various
(formal) evaluation models can be used as proposed in (Moraitis and Tsoukiàs,
2002). At any rate, there exist an evaluation procedure where the preferences are
applied to available schemas to decompose further the plan being constructed
and the decision to be taken may interact with other decisions (already taken or
to come) about an existing or newly created decomposition, due to the possible
interferences.
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With this regard, we can consider that planning is a process formed by interacting
and overlapping decision processes where preferences are constructed dynamically
in parallel with the comprehension/representation of the problem and where a conflict free plan is searched by managing interferences between different subplans.
In this section, we have highlighted the main characteristics of a planning process.
In the next paragraph, we shall argue about the equivalence of the planning and
design processes as we have presented them.

4 Designing versus Planning

From what we presented so far, the reader should have already remarked the multiple resemblances between the cognitive aspects of design and planning activities.
As a matter of fact, the equivalence between the design and planning problem solving processes is often considered (explicitly or implicitly) in the corresponding
literatures, as illustrated in the following paragraph.

4.1 Arguments from in the literature

Designing implies planning...

“The size and the complexity of the problems, as well as the absence of the preexisting solution elaboration procedures oblige the designers to formulate the problems in terms of goals to reach. This involves a decomposition of the solution to
sub-goals (which remains however incomplete). The designers are led to work out
solution elaboration strategies, in particular using the planning activities during
which schematic and abstract representations are formulated" (Darses and Falzon,
1996). In fact, “human designers form their individual design experiences into generalized concepts or group of concepts at many different level of abstraction - that
is, they schematize their knowledge" (Gero, 1990). These schemas “evoked and
used constantly during the design process, [...] allow inference on data structures
and functions in order to execute and to solve parts of the problem" (Darses and
Falzon, 1996). Within, this framework, a design process can be seen as a planning
process where a problem is solved by exploring the problem space that has a treelike structure. “The nodes of problem space are problem descriptions (plans) of
various precision level. The arcs represent planning relations. A node is a plan for
the nodes which follow it if its attributes can be interpreted as constraints on the
attributes of those nodes" (Hoc, 1988).
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Planning implies designing...

“The [planning] process can be seen as the continual refining of the specifications
of the plan" (Georgeff, 1990). The refining of the plan implies exploring a search
space where "each node (...) corresponds to some possibly partial plan of action
to achieve the given goal" (Georgeff, 1990). “Tate defines a plan as a specialized
type of design where ‘a design for some artefact is a set of constraints on the relationships between the entities involved in the artefact’ (Tate, 1996). A plan constricts this definition by specifying that the entities are agents, their purposes, and
their behavior. Planning can then be considered to be a specialized type of design
activity. Designs or plans are created by an agent or group of agents placing constraints on the developing artifact. We can think of these activities as repeatedly
making design decisions that continually transform the artifact until it embodies
the requirements necessary to enact the solution" (Polyak, 1998). "Applied work in
AI planning has typically favored approaches based on hierarchical decomposition
rather than causal chaining. In particular, most successful planners for practical applications have used hierarchical task network (HTN) planning ((Sacerdoti, 1974),
(Tate, 1990), (Currie and Tate, 1991), (Wilkins, 1990)), an AI planning methodology that creates plans by task decomposition. This is a process in which the planning system decomposes tasks into smaller and smaller subtasks, until primitive
tasks are found that can be performed directly. HTN planning systems have knowledge bases containing methods (also called schemas by some researchers). Each
method includes (1) a prescription for how to decompose some task into a set of
subtasks, (2) various restrictions that must be satisfied in order for the method to be
applicable, and (3) various constraints on the subtasks and the relationships among
them. Given a task to accomplish, the planner chooses an applicable method, instantiates it to decompose the task into subtasks, and then chooses and instantiates
other methods to decompose the subtasks even further. If the constraints on the
subtasks or the interactions among them prevent the plan from being feasible, the
planner will backtrack and try other methods." (Tsuneto et al., 1998).

Considering these similarities, we formulate the following proposition.
Proposition From a cognitive perspective, design and planning processes can be
seen as equivalent.

During the rest of this section we shall argue for the equivalence between the design
and the planning processes, first, by pointing out the similarities in the underlying
key notions and by stating the one-to-one correspondence between the characteristics of the two process.
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4.2 Equivalent key notions

Establishing correspondences between some key notions presented in sections 3
and 4 is rather intuitive: a design can be seen as a plan. Remark that, in some cases,
the distinction between the two concepts become hollow. We would rather say “to
design" a car, a phone or software but “to plan" a production schedule, marketing
campaign or a night out. But what about, for example, an urban transport system?
Indeed, this is a complex problem, where many (abstract or not) scenarios have to
be designed and evaluated to select a satisfying scenario. The resulting descriptions
of this scenario is what else but a plan?
Following the same line of reasoning, a generic design is equivalent to an abstract
plan or a schema. The use of stratagems is equivalent to meta-planning. A design
rational seems equivalent to a reflective abstraction as both are intended to give
an account of the reasons behind the success (or eventually, failures) of the elaborated solution and their relation with the choices made and the knowledge used
during the process. The types/partitions hierarchy corresponds to the plan hierarchy. Hence, designing by exploring the types/partitions hierarchy can be seen as
planning by moving between different abstraction levels of the plan hierarchy. Table 1 shows a summary of the equivalent key notions.
Designing
An (abstract) Design
Generic design (Coyne et al., 1990)
Design prototypes (Gero, 1990)

Planning
An (abstract) Plan
Schema (Barlett, 1932)
Scripts, Frames

Use of stratagems

Meta-planning

Types/Partitions Hierarchy

Plan Hierarchy

Design Rationale

Reflective Abstraction

Fig. 1. Similar key notions in Design and Planning Researches

4.3 Common characteristics

As our discussion about the nature of the design and the planning revealed, both
processes share the same essential characteristics. For these two processes, we can
recapitulate these characteristics as follows.
(1) No Prefixed Set of Solutions No characterization of the set of admissible
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

solutions is possible prior to the end of the process, as there is no complete
problem description before. The agent(s) that must solve the problem, has
(have) to “construct" such a characterization. We should immediately mention
that this property may be common to a great variety of processes. We consider
them all design (or planning) processes, as illustrates our general definition of
design process.
Incremental Problem Definition Initially, the problem is ill-defined. As the
problem solving process advances, there is a progressive transition from this
ill-defined state to a more precise and satisfying definition of the problem.
In other words, at each stage of the process continuous attempts are made to
update and enrich the definition of the problem.
Co-construction of Problem and its Solution At intermediary stages, every
given problem description is the solution of the previous stage and the problem
to be solved for the next stage. Furthermore, solutions that are generated whether appropriate or not for the current problem description - may influence
the preferences about the problem that “should” be solved, hence a change in
the problem description may occur. Thus, the problem and the solution are
co-constructed by successive refinements of the description of the problem. A
complete solution to the problem appears only at the end of the process. That
is precisely because the complete definition of the problem to solve does not
exists prior to the end of the process.
Hierarchical Refinement The problem description at a given stage is refined
by adding or removing properties and/or by detailing the existing properties.
Thus, the description of the artefact to be designed evolves hierarchically by
its successive refinements until appropriate detail level for the implementation is obtained. The hierarchical refinement of the problem create a tree-like
structure where nodes corresponds to different problem descriptions and arcs
to instantiation/abstraction relations. At some stage during the process, if no
further decomposition is possible (due to feasibility, lack of knowledge, etc.),
a backtracking through the arborescence occurs and the process restarts with
another (usually similar) problem.
Knowledge Dependency The aim of the process itself is to describe an artefact which did not exist before. Thus, the primary resource being used in the
process is knowledge and it is used to create new knowledge. Said in other
terms, the design/planning process is the process of integration of some new
knowledge about some concept or plan previously unknown to the existing
knowledge structures. We should mention that the knowledge created may
not be so in an absolute scale, but only with respect to the knowledge of the
agent(s) who assumed the problem solving task.
Learning As the process is essentially a knowledge production process, the
agent(s) undertaking the task learn(s) inevitably from the experience. The
learning occurs either by updating the existing knowledge structures by using
it, or by integrating to these structures newly created knowledge. We should
note that during the process, different kinds of knowledge are learned. Some
of these are about the output of the process, some others are about learning
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(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

how to design/plan. This is one of the main purposes of design/planning processes.
Search in the knowledge structures As an admissible solution does not exist
during the process (otherwise there would be no problem solving process at
all) it must be looked for. Then, the process is a search process where possibilities offered by the knowledge structures are explored and where knowledge
structures are updated in return, following the direction the search takes and
the newly discovered information. New information may arrive as a result of
an internal reflection (a deduction or an association of ideas) or an interaction
with the environment.
Limited In-depth Exploration At a given intermediary stage during the process, a complete refinement of the problem is not possible. The current knowledge level on the variables, constraints, requirements and their interrelations,
as well as on how to further decompose the problem to its sub-problems is
limited. Thus, the in-depth exploration cannot exceed a certain limit.
Limited In-Breadth Exploration The decisions taken on the refinement of
the problem is crucial for the success. So the generation of a sufficiently great
and diversified subset of the possible refinements space is important to ensure
a satisfying representativity level. On the other hand, the refinement process
is subject to time constraints, and a priori there is a very large number of
alternatives to consider at a given level of refinement. Hence, only a limited
number of worth-to-consider alternatives can be explored and evaluated.
Interacting Decision Processes At each given detail level of the process, refinement decisions are taken to pursue the elaboration of the problem description. The decisions taken at later stages are heavily dependent on the decisions
taken in the early stages. Also, a refinement decision concerning a subproblem may create conflict due to interactions with other subproblems. Finally,
different parts of the problem may be refined in parallel. Thus, the process can
be seen as a collection of interacting and/or overlapping decision processes.
Dynamically Evolving Preferences During the process, every refinement
attempt bring into light new information (that has been unknown or previously unconsidered). This new information may (and most probably will)
(re)structure the preferences of the agent(s) who undertake(s) the task about
the purpose of the task and the way it should be achieved. Thus, not only preferences about the alternatives may be affected, but also, criteria used to evaluate them may change. The preferences about the set of criteria to be used to
conduct the research and the preferences about the considered alternatives are
constructed dynamically in parallel with the comprehension/representation of
the problem.

We have seen that both the design and the planning processes have these characteristics, therefore they should be considered as equivalent.
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4.4 Equivalent Processes, Different Outputs

We observe by the respective explanations in §5.1 that the design and the planning
processes have similar purposes and progress in a similar way (§3 and §4). Also,
similar notions are used to describe their nature, as illustrated in §5.2. Furthermore,
they share the same main characteristics (§5.3). But is there no difference? After
all, a plan computed by a robot is rather a plan and not a design, and the design of
a car is not executable in the real sense of the term. Then what is the difference?
The difference lies in the nature of the description produced by the two processes.
In what we usually call ‘planning’ the description obtained is a procedural one,
whereas, in ‘design’ the final description is a declarative one. But, then again, what
if we want to ‘design’ a procedural ‘plan’ that, let’s say, a robot arm will use thousands of times to accomplish a task on a production line.
As far as the two problem solving processes aims to produce a ‘description’ of
some solution for some previously encountered problem, we may consider that this
difference is not essential. At least, not when trying determine the correct principles
for devising adequate support tools. The nature of the outputs changes, but the
process by which these are obtained remains similar. Hence, to our opinion, the
equivalence between the two process holds.
Thus far we have tried to point out the equivalence between the two processes. Let
us now discuss the importance of this result and how it can be exploited in the
following last section.

5 Implications and Research Directions

Through out this paper, we stressed that planning and design activities share some
essential characteristics as problem solving processes and from a cognitive point
of view they can be considered as equivalent. Although some interactions between
the corresponding research fields exist (see e.g. (Nau et al., 2000), (Polyak, 1998),
(Gupta et al., 1996)), this equivalence has not been fully exploited yet. To our
opinion, three important potential benefits arise. Firstly, the equivalence provides a
framework in which the joint research efforts of design research, AI and CP can be
concentrated, to the benefit of all the three fields. Secondly, it offers the possibility of proposing a model of the design process inspired from the Hierarchical Task
Networks (HTN) Planning formalism of AI. Thirdly, such a model would facilitate,
together with the results established in this paper, interactions of design research
with Decision Aiding methodology.
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5.1 Design and Cognitive Psychology

Design activities are where the human intellectual capacities co-exist in their richest
forms. Among those are learning, reasoning, decision-making, creativity, knowledge use (storage, retrieval, processing), etc. Obviously, the above mentioned capacities are within the set of phenomena studied by cognitive psychology. It is
therefore natural to think that design research might benefit from the rich concepts,
models and theories of the cognitive psychology to better comprehend the nature
of the cognitive activities of designers. Going in the reverse direction, design activities must surely offer an important field of validation and experimentation for
cognitive psychology. The mutual benefits of interactions between design and psychology is also emphasized in (Pahl et al., 1999). We believe that the equivalence
we have established is an illustration of that. The key notions and ideas of cognitive psychology of planning offer the possibility to improve our understanding of
the ‘designerly ways of thinking’ (Cross, 1999).

5.2 Design and Artificial Intelligence

A wide variety of tools emanated from the AI paradigm to assist design activity in
different manners. Presumably, the most dominant trend is the use of knowledgebased design support systems (KBDSS). This seems natural as most of the existing
tools (such as database exploration techniques, generation of alternatives, etc.) may
be integrated in such systems.
Many successful implementations are reported in the literature, but usually, theoretical foundations are not considered in depth. However, to understand the limits
of these managerial tools and to improve them, such foundations are necessary.
We believe that the HTN AI Planning formalisms developed in the AI Planning field
(independently from the AI-in-design) can form the basis for the needed foundations, considering the equivalence between planning and design processes. In fact,
the research in planning (in the sense that we have defined it above) lies within the
intersection of artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology. The theories and
models of the cognitive psychology have some formal counterparts in HTN AI
Planning (although not necessarily because of an interaction). Therefore, we think
that HTN Planning should enable us to define formal design support models whose
underlying principles reflect the essential cognitive aspects of the design process in
conformity with the findings in cognitive psychology planning (CPP).
In other words, such models would be explicative vis-à-vis the cognitive aspects
of the design process as it is deemed necessary in (Cross, 1999), since they will
have their roots in cognitive psychology. To rephrase (Cross, 1999) again, designers
should “be able to use them in ways that are cognitively comfortable".
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Applying the techniques, models and theories of CPP and AIP to a complex activity
such as design is not straightforward however, since there exists some gap between
the two disciplines as well. Once again, we should expect that AIP and CPP will
extensively benefit from such an undertaking.

5.3 Where does ‘Decision Aiding Sciences’ fit?

We believe that the problem situations studied by design research and the decision
research are similar in their nature. The concepts “decision” and “design” have
indeed strong relationships: there can be no decision process if some solution is not
designed at some moment during the process; and reciprocally, no design process
is possible without deciding what to design and how to design it. However, each
approach prioritizes different aspects of the problem solving process (which causes
their respective strengths and weaknesses). To understand and then to give support
to complex decision or design processes, we need to combine elements from the
decision and design theories and methodologies.
Traditionally, design theories and methodologies seem to prioritize the construction of solutions. The models of the design process, regardless of their underlying
paradigm (search based, exploration based, co-evolutionary, hierarchical,...), are
usually exploited from a design synthesis point of view. Case-based, transformation based, decomposition based synthesis technics are used to support mostly engineering and architectural design processes. Although the importance of decision
processes is well recognized through out the literature on design models, theories
and methodologies, the integration of decision models and tools with the design
support environments within a single framework has not been sufficiently considered.
On the other hand, “Where do solutions come from?” has never been considered as
an important question in decision research. From the classical decision theory, to
the most recent multiple criteria aid to decision methodologies, the focus has rather
been on constructing scales, building indicators, constructing criteria, evaluating
solutions, aggregating preferences, assuming typically that the decision-maker has
well-shaped, preestablished preferences and/or the set of alternatives are given.
Even if constructing the set of alternatives has been frequently acknowledged as
a part of the decision aiding process, what kind of tools, methods or methodologies
may support this part has not really been considered.
The main reason of this is the implicit hypotheses made during the design of these
theories and methodologies concerning the characteristics of the problem situations
under study. In many works, by contrast to what we have identified through out this
paper, it is assumed that a fixed set of solutions is given, the preferences already exists or once determined are constant, the problem has a clear and unique description.
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In real problem situations, this is not often the case, especially in design/planning,
as our characterization reflects. Therefore, we believe in the necessity of developing
decision aiding approaches that will support not only the evaluation of alternatives
or the elaboration of preferences or the construction of the set of alternatives, but all
of these aspects simultaneously. This can only be accomplished through attempting
to integrate decision aiding and design support methodologies.
We should mention at this point that a particular school of thought, often referred
to as ‘European School’ in decision aiding sciences, has adopted a set of principles
that fits particularly well to the approach needed for design/planning processes with
respect to the characteristics we have enunciated (Bouyssou et al., 1993), (Bouyssou et al., 2000), (Roy and Vanderpooten, 1996), (Roy, 1993): “The main objective
is to construct or create something (e.g., a value or utility function, a crisp or fuzzy
outranking relation, the conviction that a certain alternative is the best, etc.) which
by definition does not completely pre-exist. This entity to be constructed or created is viewed as likely to help an actor taking part in the decision process either
to shape and/or argue and/or transform his preferences or to make a decision in
conformity with his goals” (Roy and Vanderpooten, 1996). This “constructivist"
decision aiding approach’s main motivation is to provide the decision maker with
recommendations based on some knowledge obtained from the use of some decision aiding tool in order to assist the decision maker in elaborating his preferences
as well as in clarifying his/her problem-solution pair.
We think that a model of the design process inspired from the Hierarchical Task
Networks (HTN) that will explicitly consider the dynamic use of evaluation and
preference models would strengthen, together with the results established in this
paper, the relation of design research with Decision Aiding methodology, allowing
a more effective transfer of the concepts and methods of the constructivist decision
aiding approach to the field of design. It would do so by providing a better understanding of and technical (computational) basis for the design/planning processes.
The construction of such a model forms one of our main research directions.
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